Boilermakers give you the inside scoop on these scholarships for graduate school

**WED - MARCH 6**

**4:45 PM Gates Cambridge Scholarship HCRS 1054**
Gates Cambridge Scholars Marisa Henry and Michael Drakopoulos share their experiences with this fully funded graduate scholarship and leadership program within University of Cambridge.

**5:45 PM Churchill Scholarship HCRS 1066**
Churchill Scholars Emily Erickson and Shovik Bandyopadhyay give their perspectives on this one-year graduate scholarship for STEM students to University of Cambridge. Juniors Apply.

**THU - MARCH 7**

**5:30 PM Marshall, Mitchell, and Rhodes Scholarships HCRS Reading Room**
Have dinner with Milad Alucozai, 2015-16 Mitchell Scholar and national screenings committee participant for the Mitchell Foundation. We will also deeply discuss the Rhodes Scholarship to University of Oxford and the Marshall Scholarship to any university in the UK.

**THU - MARCH 28**

**5:30 PM Schwarzman Scholars HCRS 1066**
Schwarzman representative Christian Tanja will speak to students about this leadership program for a 1-year Master’s in Global Affairs at Tsinghua University in China. Open to U.S. and international students from any major.

如果你对苏世民学者项目大中华区的申请感兴趣，请发邮件niso@purdue.edu。我们将安排一场与普渡大学校友、苏世民学者苏静的网络会议。

**6:30 PM Knight-Hennessy Scholars HCRS 1066**
Students with demonstrated leadership and civic commitment receive full funding for graduate education at Stanford.

Juniors, Seniors and Grad Students Apply Now
Freshmen and Sophomores Prepare
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